## Guide to Quarantine
### Gear Checklist

#### Firearms
- Clean thoroughly
- Oil moving pieces
- Learn to dismantle and reassemble
- Reload ammo cartridges (or learn how)

#### Archery
- Wax bowstrings
- Sharpen broadheads
- Lift weights to increase your draw weight capability
- Check arrows for flaws - decommission bent ones, replace fletchings and nocks

#### Angling
- Restring reels
- Sharpen filet knives
- Prepare and pack equipment for upcoming fishing season
- Clean out and organize fishing equipment (you know it’s all just thrown in your tackle box – and it probably smells!)

#### General
- Check waders for holes
- Prepare and pack equipment for turkey season
- Clean, organize, and properly store equipment for next season
- Set aside the things you don’t use anymore and mark them for sale or donate to a new hunter/angler/target shooter